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 it shows me that i have the wrong drivers for my wscad tiago_: now that's out of the way, please pastebin `lsusb` javier_: A
generic driver probably didn't work. tiago_, this is a known bug, try the other version of that dongle OerHeks, why? tiago_: If

there is no fix, it's the manufacturer who is responsible. javier_, more info on that issue would be needed, like what your system
is, what drivers are installed, what dongle is that, what ubuntu version, and what happens when you try to load that driver? if that

last one is correct, i see no solution for you I still have that error.. but it just doesn't stop.. and I don't see the second screen, it
seems it's doing some thing but not sure what jhutchins: you are right, but you never know what hardware works or not on linux
:D tiago_, 'wrong driver' is not an answer, see above tiago_: There's some hardware that's pretty difficult to install on a variety

of platforms. tiago_, maybe we found your solution "The Wi-Fi dongle should work out of the box, but for some reason it seems
to think that it's an USB3 to USB2 adapter. I've tried changing the usb_device and usb_interface parameters in

/etc/modprobe.d/dongle.conf, but that doesn't fix it." oh my bad OerHeks, that's what you said the last time you helped me :)
jhutchins, OerHeks is what's wrong: there are some dongles that requires a specific driver (like some ralink, that i didn't had)

and there's no generic drivers for them. tiago_: I'm surprised that they would continue with this 82157476af
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